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AMENITIES

GRILLED TO ORDER
Outdoor kitchens are serving up memorable dining 
experiences for multifamily residents and their guests.

BY MIKE PLOTNICK, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

A
growing appetite for outdoor living spaces is fueling an 

expansion of outdoor kitchens on roof decks, terraces, 

and courtyards.

“In the last few years, we’ve seen an enormous 

increase in demand as high-end rental properties, 

condos, and townhomes take advantage of the in-

door-outdoor living phenomenon,” said Mitch Slater, Founder/Presi-

dent, Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens (danver.com).

The design of these open-air amenity spaces has evolved from 

standalone grill stations to sophisticated meal preparation and dining 

environments that emphasize convenience and community. “These 

days, the goal is to get people to stay outside longer and have a great 

experience,” said Kristen Larkin, ASID, Associate Principal, FitzGerald 

Associates Architects, Chicago.

Although there’s no standard template for outdoor kitchens, de-

signers and manufacturers we spoke with shared practical advice for 

ensuring these amenity spaces deliver safe, memorable experiences 

for residents and guests. 

1. DESIGN A SIMPLE, LOGICAL LAYOUT. L-shape, U-shape, and 

island layouts are common configurations for outdoor kitchens. 

Marieke Lacasse, ASLA, LEED AP BD+C, Principal at Seattle-based de-

sign firm GGLO, recommends locating them close to the pool area or 

party room to create a social hub and event space. “Outdoor kitchens 

are places to congregate around food, so it’s important to provide ad-

equate food prep areas, sink space, and support surfaces,” she said.

Larkin likes to engage the management company that will maintain 

the space early in the design process, to ensure everyone’s goals are 

aligned. “I want to make sure any decisions I make on their behalf are 

in the long-term interests of the building owner,” she said. 

2. PROVIDE INDOOR-OUTDOOR CONTINUITY. The growing pop-

ularity of sliding glass walls opens the door for outdoor kitchens to 

function as extensions of the interior environment. “Interior design-

ers need to work closely with landscape architects to achieve design 

continuity between these areas,” said Jason Valentin, Associate IIDA, 

Interior Design Coordinator at Stantec.

At the 202-unit Niche 905 Apartments, Chicago,  FitzGerald Asso-
ciates Architects designed an 18th-fl oor roof deck featuring a large 
communal grilling station adjacent to smaller individual grills and 
private dining areas with family-style tables. A nine-foot glass wall 
running along the perimeter shields residents and their guests from 
the wind. The glass enclosure “helps the space feel more like a room 
and makes it more intimate,” said FitzGerald’s Kristen Larkin.
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Team collaboration extends to design details. “Don’t just think pro-

grammatically about how the spaces work together, but think also 

about the overall language of materiality such as patterns, colors, and 

metals,” said Lacasse. “Every little detail needs to be thought through 

to create a cohesive indoor-outdoor connection.” 

3. SELECT DURABLE, EASY-TO-MAINTAIN MATERIALS. “We push 

for sturdy, stable baseline construction materials,” said Larkin, who 

favors steel trellises over all-wood structures. She recommends easy-

to-maintain surfaces such as stainless steel cabinetry and granite 

countertops. Powder-coated stainless steel cabinetry off ers added 

protection against moisture damage. Powder coatings can also be 

colored, opening up design possibilities.

The inevitable spills and splatters from shared grills should be con-

sidered when selecting flooring materials. “We’ve learned to use dark-

er pavers in front of barbecue spaces, because grease is more visible 

on lighter-colored pavers and they stain easily,” said GGLO’s Lacasse.

4. EMPHASIZE SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY. To protect residents 

and guests from the potential hazards of open flames and hot surfac-

es, locate grills, ovens, and fire pit tables in sheltered environments 

away from high-wind areas—or use a flameless electric grill. All adja-

cent structures should use fire-resistant building materials, such as 

fire-treated wood or light-gauge aluminum frame.

Designers also must follow ADA accessibility requirements for 

kitchens: providing adequate clearance areas and adhering to surface 

height requirements for sinks, appliances, cabinets, countertops, and 

food prep areas.  

5. TAKE LOCAL CLIMATE INTO CONSIDERATION. In colder climates 

sinks, icemakers, and refrigerators that have outdoor plumbing need 

to be winterized. “If an outdoor sink isn’t feasible, it’s important to 

consider adjacencies—how far will a resident have to carry a dirty 

spatula from the grill to an indoor sink to clean it?” said Larkin.

Humid environments and extreme weather events pose their own 

problems. “In Miami, we need to specify marine-grade materials such 

as plywood and cement board as a substrate for the millwork and 

cabinetry,” said Stantec’s Valentin. “We wouldn’t specify a typical 

laminate that we might use in an interior space.” 

6. USE LIGHTING TO ENHANCE THE AMBIENCE. Because nighttime 

is prime time for grilling, eff ective lighting is essential for maximizing 

safety and functionality. Our experts recommend using subtle, indi-

rect lighting strategies that meet local outdoor lighting code require-

ments while maintaining an ambience conducive to a relaxing night 

under the stars.

Wind can play havoc with decorative lighting fixtures. FitzGerald’s PH
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Toni Wendel, Owner of Olde World Builders and Remodelers, chose 
Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens cabinetry with green powder-coat fi n-
ish for this condo building in New Orleans’s historic Warehouse District.
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Larkin suggests using soft er bounce lights and integrating the light-

ing into a trellis or overhead structure to make the space feel more 

intimate.

7. OFFER COOKING OPTIONS. Multifamily developers are expanding 

their cooking repertoire to include electric cooktops, smokers, and 

pizza ovens. Manufacturers like Danver off er commercial-grade bar-

tending stations and mobile F&B service carts.

Properties with space or budget constraints can still raise their 

game. Thor Kitchen (thorkitchen.com) off ers a compact modular 

outdoor kitchen suite that has a gas grill, side burner, wood-burning 

pizza oven, refrigerator drawers, grill cabinet, sink cabinet, corner 

cabinet, and appliance cabinet. Danver’s Post and Panel System em-

ploys powder-coated stainless steel panels that ship flat and can be 

installed in the cabinetry even with the countertop in place.

Do outdoor kitchens enhance a property’s marketability? Yes, 

said GGLO’s Lacasse. “All the best properties have them,” she noted. 

“The outdoor living trend is definitely here to stay, so not having an 

outdoor kitchen really devalues your asset.”  |M|
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Pappageorge Haymes Partners installed this rooftop outdoor kitchen suite 
at LUXE on Madison (P II), a four-story, 44-unit apartment community in 
Chicago’s West Loop.  Fifi eld Development is the developer.
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